Furness Railway Wagon Co.

FR/LMS 12ton Iron Ore Hopper

Furness Railway Wagon Co.
Furness Railway/LMS
1907 Diagram 31 12ton All Steel
Absolute Discharge Iron Ore Hopper Wagon
Wheels, paint and transfers required to complete.
Please note that to aid the folding of the various parts score all the
halfetched foldlines that are to be folded.

The etch.
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Instructions for the construction of the Tank.
1. Remove (part 1) the tank body from the etch and punch out the
half etched rivets. There is a lot of them, so a riveting tool will be
an advantage.
2. Fold up the top edge of the tank as shown in the photograph. This
will eventually become a lip around the edge of the hopper.
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3. Fold up one end and one
side panel to give a butt
joint and solder with 188C
solder.
Fold

4. Progressively fold up and
solder all of the sides of the
tank as shown.

5. Remove Parts labelled 2 from the
etch and punch out the half
etched rivets. Using 145C temp
solder, attach one of these parts
to each of the smaller ends of the
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hopper tank. Make sure that the thinner of the two short ends is
pushed up under the lip and is lined up with half etched lines. These
parts are slightly wider than the width of the tank and should be
positioned so that they equally overlap the sides of the tank.
6. Next remove the parts labelled 3 from the etch (Hopper bottom
reinforcement plates). Punch out all of the half etched rivets and
then solder onto the bottom of the tank, as shown in the photo
below, using 145C solder. The pieces line up with the bottom of the
tank and the half-etched lines on the tank sides and fits between
the protruding lip created on the hopper ends. Repeat for the
other side.

Hopper bottom
reinforcement plates

7. Remove the pieces labelled 4, top strip, from the etch and punch
out the half etched rivets and solder in position using 145C solder.
These pieces must be pushed up hard against the lip and be inside
the half etched lines. I is quite hard to hold these parts in position
but if you use some of the spare brass as packing holding is made
easier. Three pieces 18thou thick is about the correct thickness
for the packing.

Top Strip

Packing
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8. Next remove parts 5 and 6 from the etch, handed end strips, and
punch out the half etched rivets. These parts fit between the top
strips, hopper bottom strips and the lips of the ends.

End Strips

9. Remove the four parts labelled 7, corner plates, from the etch and
punch out the half etched rivets. Solder onto the top corners of
the hopper. As shown in the below.
Hopper tank lip

Corner piece

10. Remove the four parts labelled 8, side tank supports, and punch out
the half etch rivets. Fold up the side tank supports. Make sure that
you do not break off the two halves from their tags. Firstly, bend
up the flaps to give the impression of angle riveted onto plate as
shown.
Mock angle
iron

Fold Line
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11. Next, tin the flat side of
the supports using 188C
solder. Then fold the
supports back on themselves
so that the solder is
touching. Clamp the two
sides together and solder
together using a small

blowlamp as shown. Do not remove the joining tags yet!
12. The folded side tank supports can now be fitted to the hopper.
Firstly tin the sides of the hopper, using 145C solder, over the
position of the half etched rivet holes. Position the side tank
supports over the half etched rivets making sure that bottom of
the angle iron is pushed down on the hopper-bottom reinforcement
plates. Then solder onto the tank using a small blowlamp as shown
below.
Side tank supports
Hopper-bottom
reinforcement plate

Chassis Construction.
1. Remove part 9 from the etch and punch out the rivets. Next fold
up the bottom of the buffer beam between parallels as shown.
2. Next fold up the buffer beam completely as shown. Make sure
that the resulting U shape is square so as to fit the sole bars.
Repeat for the other end of the chassis.
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Fold Lines

3. Remove the parts labelled 10, sole-bars and punch out the rivets.
Next fold up the bottom of the sole-bars between two parallels.
Make sure that the resulting shape is square.
4. Click one of the sole-bars in to the half etch slot that runs
between the two buffer beams. Solder into position using 188C
solder. Make sure that the sole-bars are actually soldered inside
the buffer beam. Repeat for the other sole-bar.

5. Next remove the buffer beam reinforcing plates, labelled 11, and
punch out the half etched rivets and tin the back of each piece
with 188C solder. Now sweat the plates onto the half etched
square in the front of the buffer beam.

Buffer beam reinforcing plates
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Final Assembly of soldered components.
1. Position the hopper in the middle of the chassis with both the
bottom of the chassis and the bottom of the hopper resting on a
flat surface. If necessary, bend the four thin side guides and the
four wide end guides down slightly to allow this to happen. Make
sure that the hopper is central and square with the chassis. Solder,
with 145C solder, the feet of the side tank supports onto the top
of the chassis. Make sure that the chassis remains flat when doing
this otherwise the wheels will not be level to the track.

Solder

2. Remove the four end supports, labelled 12, from the etch and
punch out the half etched rivets. Please note these parts are
handed. Bend up the so they have the rivets on the inside. To
position the end supports push tags into chassis with bend, facing
into the centre of the tank as shown. The rivets on the support
must line up with the rivets on the hopper tank. Solder into
position, using 145C, being careful not to distort the chassis.
Repeat for the other three supports.
Folded line

Half-etched rivets
holes
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3. When you are satisfied that the tank is finally soldered to the
chassis, without distortion, snip off the tags used for folding up
the side supports. Once removed, file to remove any burrs. Next
turn the wagon upside down and remove the four large end guides
and the four small side guide that were used to position the
hopper’s tank.

Tags

Side guides

4. Next remove the four pieces of
mock angle iron, labelled 13 on the
etch. Punch out the half-etched
rivets and bend up with the rivets
on the inside of the angle. Solder,
using 145C solder, to the inside of
Mock angle iron

the end supports as shown, making sure
that the correct handed piece is used.

5. Next trim the four spring castings so that they fit between the
chassis and the hopper tank as shown. These castings are handed
and note that the angle on the casting is correct and when
trimming this must be maintained,

angles
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6. Now remove the four handed spring covers, labelled 14. Punch out
the half-etched rivets and fold them into shape as shown. The
half-etched fold lines can give a series of flats rather than a true
curve. A better result can be obtained by annealing the parts and
then planishing around a suitable metal rod. Solder into place, using
145C solder, making sure that the cut outs are hidden by the over
hang of the hopper’s tank.

Cut out

Spring Cover

7. Next either superglue or solder the four spring into position inside
the spring covers and on to the ends of the hopper tank.

Spring Cover
Casting

8. Place the brake gear casting against the inside of sole-bar and slide
down into the chassis with the spigot pointing outward. You may
require to chamfer the casting so that it clears the solder filet
between the chassis and the sole-bar. Glue the casting into
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position using two part epoxy resin, this will give you opportunity
for adjustment. Position the casting with care centrally between
the rivets on the sole-bar.
Centre line

Brake gear
Casting

Rivets

9. Now glue the other brake gear casting into position on the other
side. Position as per other side.

10. Next, assemble the links on to the coupling hook and push through
the slot. Now push the spring over the back of the back of the
coupling hook and bend the tags over to secure the spring in place.

11. Drill out the w-iron castings to suit the bearings of your chosen
wheels. Assemble a wheel set, 2 x W-iron’s, 2 x bearing’s and 1 x
wheel/axle unit, do not glue the bearings into the W-irons at this
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stage. Again using two part epoxy resin, glue the assembled wheel
set onto the sole-bars so that they are square and line up with the
rivets as shown below. There are notches cut into the brake gear
castings so that the W-iron castings interlock.

Notches
Drill

Rivets
12. Repeat for the other wheel set. Use a straight edge across the
back of the wheels to aid getting these parallel and square to the
chassis.
13. Next fix the four buffers into the holes in the buffer beam using
two part epoxy.
14. Rivet the outside V-hangers (part15), fold up, and glue into position
on the sole-bar and to the spigot of the brake gear casting.
15. Next fix the brake lever and ratchet casting to the sole-bar and to
the out side V-hanger as shown below.
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16. Glue the final castings into position, the door release handles, they
fit into the holes situated in the top and halfway along the chassis.

17. Finally paint the model in the livery of your choice.
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History of the Wagon
In 1907 the Furness Railway company ordered a batch of 25, 12ton all
steel absolute discharge, iron ore wagons from Pickering’s of Glasgow.
These wagons were to replace its ageing fleet of mainly wooden wagons
rated at between 6 and 8 tons. The design concept of all steel wagons was
found to be so successful the railway company ordered another 19 wagons
of a slightly different design the following year and another 26 in 1912.
The wagons were mainly used to convey iron ore from the Furness and
West Cumberland ore fields to the steel works in what was Cumberland
and North Lancashire. However, it is very possible they ventured away
from the Furness system as ore was shipped to Scotland and the
northeast of England.
This kit represents the first batch of wagons built in 1907. The 1907
wagons were issued the numbers 7723 to 7747 by the Furness Railway.
The wagons of this batch were absorbed into the LMS. These would have
been renumbered 292723 to 292747. It is possible that some, if not all,
of these wagons managed to last into early British Railways. In Furness
Railway days the wagons would have been painted grey. There is no
specific shade of grey mentioned by the Furness Railway Company but, as
its headquarters were at Barrow-in-Furness, home to Vickers, Son &
Maxim’s, Naval Shipyard, battleship grey would be a good guess. The
wagons would however not been grey for very long as they would have
become stained dark red from the iron ore. The wagons would have also
been painted grey from 1923 to 1935 and then painted bauxite from 1936
to 1948. In British Railways days, the wagons would have reverted to a
shade of grey.
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Furness Railway
Livery Circ 1907

Numbers

L

M

S

LMS early Livery
Circ 1923-36
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Furness Railway Wagon Co.
Check list for Furness Railway/LMS
1907 Diagram 31 12ton All Steel
Absolute Discharge Iron Ore Hopper Wagon
1. Construction Manual,
2. One etch,
3. Two brake gear castings,
4. Two brake lever castings,
5. Four W-iron/axle box castings,
6. Two right-handed hopper door return spring
castings,
7. Two left-handed hopper door return spring
castings,
8. Two door release handle castings,
9. Four buffer assemblies,
10. Two coupling hook springs,
11. Six coupling hook links.
We recommend Haywood Railway 3’1” split spoke
wheels.
Transfers are available from Dragon Models ref:7031
or on the HMRS LMS pre-grouping sheet.
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